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Dear Billygoats,
As much as we may say differently throughout the year, we all know that the year’s hardest work, greatest anticipation and most exciting racing arrives with the May Bumps. This year was no different; with plenty of thrills and
spills I am delighted to bring you the May’s Newsletter!
- Ross Hunter
FCBC Alumni & Publicity Officer 2015-16 & M1 4-seat

W1 Coached by Alan Marron, Mike Parrott & Anthony Moule

This term was a brilliant end to a fantastic year of women's rowing at Fitz. We achieved a "first" each preceding
term (the first FCBC women to win Fairbairn's and then the first FCBC crew to place in the top 100 at WeHoRR),
and we followed that up nicely by becoming the first FCBC crew (since at least 1997, the charts don't go back any
further!) to break into the W1 Mays division. What has made this term - and indeed the whole year - so rewarding
is that it was not a given from the start that we would achieve this. We had set backs in the form of pneumonia,
quitting, and panicky pieces, and a few weeks before bumps we placed lower than Murray Edwards at Champs
Head. However, because we kept on pushing to get better, we caught Murray Edwards on the first day of Bumps,
then went on to move up another three places. Of course, we could not have done this without Alan, Mike and
Antony's invaluable coaching, and all of the people who subbed into the boat during exams. It has been an absolute honour to captain this boat, and I hope to be rowing with many of the same people next year!
- Alice Hobson, FCBC Women’s Captain & W1 2-seat

The formal crew photos taken before this year’s Mays Boat Club Dinner on the Grove. Featuring M1 (with coaches Mike Taylor and Antony Moule) and W1 (with coaches Alan Marron, Antony Moule and Mike Parrott). Credit: Austin Tiffany

M1 Coached by Anthony Moule, Mike Taylor & Alistair Hamilton
Despite a turbulent start to Easter term - as two members from the Lents crew dropped out due to work commitments - M1 has proved itself to be a much improved crew than in Lents, in terms of boat speed and fitness. With
five outings per week plus land training, we got stronger every outing. At Peterborough Spring Regatta, we came
second in our heat, before going on to come fourth in the final, five seconds off the eventual winners. This proved
to be very useful for our bumps preparation.
Going into bumps, we were a relatively unknown entity. Day 1 saw M1 row off as head of Division 2 pursued by a
rapid Girton M1, who managed to bump us halfway down the Reach, despite us pulling away at one point. After a
disappointing Day 1, Day 2 saw some of the best rowing we’ve done together as a crew with a row-over in front of
Trinity Hall M1, a crew that bumped us only a few months earlier in Lents. Day 3 saw a similar story, rowing over
ahead of Trinity Hall again, but this time getting a whistle on Robinson in front, something not obtained the day
before. Following two long and painful row-overs we faced a blading LMBC crew behind us, who had been rarely
having to row beyond the Plough during their bumps campaign. Sadly they were the faster crew as the tiredness
of the previous three days hit us and we couldn’t quite escape, but did hold them off until the Reach.
I’d like to thank our team of incredibly committed coaches for they great work this term, without whom we
wouldn’t have improved so much over the last few weeks. Especially to Antony Moule, Mike Taylor and Alistair
Hamilton.
- Will Marks, FCBC Captain of Boats & M1 2-seat

M2

Coached by Alistair Hamilton, Anna-Rosa Geljsbjerg, Antony Moule & Robert Doe

After Lent term, M2 was eager to capitalize on the talent we knew we had. The crew made tremendous progress throughout
the term. This could be attributed to the focus, determination and teamwork of this boat. Bumps was our first opportunity
to put our skills on display, and we did so in dramatic fashion. The first day, we overbumped First and Third M3 just before
the railway bridge. The second day, our strategy was to be “patient” (even though we expected to bump quickly). We were a
bit too patient for comfort, bumping Selwyn M2 just before the finish line. Unfortunately, on the third day we had to avoid
carnage ahead of us, with Selwyn able to take relatively better lines and take advantage of the calmer surroundings. On the
last day, we bumped Selwyn again right in front of Billy field, full of screaming Fitz fans! It was a feeling like no other. We
finished the week +4, bringing the cumulative movement of M2 over the last two years to +9 – a huge success!
Although we row for competition and a break from our studies, it is no secret we do this for the comradery that is created on
the water and in the boathouse. This boat embodied that to the fullest extent. Their humor never ceased; their acceptance
knew no bounds; their care and support for each other was unwavering. Never have I been apart of team as close (or hilarious) as this one. In a matter of weeks, we became more than teammates - we became brothers (cox included). In the coming
years, when I reflect on my time at Cambridge, these are the people that will come to mind first. To all those moving on from
M2 and Fitz, wherever life may take you, go well; and to everyone, remember to keep on rollin’, rollin’, rollin’ on the river…
- Austin Tiffany, FCBC Men’s Vice Captain & M2 Stroke-seat

W2 Coached by Mike Parrott & Jordan Chong
W2 saw the return of many of last term's crew, as well as several faces from last year. Because of exams and other commitments the crew were not able to have as many consistent outings as planned, but despite this they all forged a very close
bond. W2 went into bumps with an unclear idea of how they would fare against other boats. They were unlucky to be
chased by a W1 crew on the first day and a fast Hughes Hall/Lucy Cav boat on Day 2, being bumped both times. On Day 3,
despite rowing hard and improving their performance considerably from previous days, W2 were part of a 3 boat sandwich
which unfortunately did not go their way. To complete the set W2 again got bumped on the last day, resulting in the debatable achievement of spoons. Although bumps did not go our way, it has been great to see enthusiasm from both continuing
and returning members. With many subbing into W1 throughout the term as well as learning to scull, the improvements
made have been considerable, and those who returned to rowing came to love it again! It has been great to see the crew
improve and, despite the bumps results, really enjoy their term rowing. Thanks to everyone who made W2 a success, both
rowers and coaches, it has been greatly appreciated!
- Rhiannon Philps, FCBC Women’s Vice Captain & W1 7-seat

The formal crew photos taken before this year’s Mays Boat Club Dinner on the Grove, featuring W2 (with coach Jordan Chong) and M2
(with coaches Alistair Hamilton and Antony Moule). Credit: Austin Tiffany

Sarah Winckless
Amongst all our current college rowing news, it is also my pleasure to
report the achievements of one of our own Billygoats. Sarah Winckless
recently added to her handsome list of accolades (which already includes two-time world champion, Olympic bronze medallist, Billygoats
Society President and the first woman to umpire a boat race!) by becoming the first woman in the event’s 177-year history to umpire a race
at Henley Royal Regatta. On behalf on FCBC we congratulate her, and
hope that she is the first of many women to preside over these prestigious races!
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